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Abstract
The present research involves the study of donor-acceptor (D/A) dyad complexes from a charge
transfer energy perspective. The aim is to provide insight and predictive understanding into the charge
transfer processes of the molecular-level components in donor-acceptor based organic solar cells using
computational methods to describe photochemical processes at the quantum mechanical level within the
Density Functional Theory (DFT) approximation. Predictive understanding is anchored in reproducing
experimental results, wherein the present work a perturbative excited-state DFT method is described in
detail and shown to give CT energies in excellent agreement with benchmark experimental data. With
an accurate excited state method for calculating CT excitation energies at hand, the present research
applies the method to the study of D/A pairs employed in photovoltaic devices. An examination is made
of the effect on the CT energetics of varying the donor and acceptor component in the dyad and the
changes in the frontier orbital energy levels and CT energies with respect to a varying D/A distance and
D/A relative orientation. The results of the perturbative excited state DFT calculations provide direct
insight into photovoltaic device efficiency since the CT energy determines the achievable open circuit
voltage of a donor-acceptor based organic solar cell device.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The elaborate and efficient photochemical energy conversion processes exhibited by
photosynthetic reaction centers has stimulated much research into the design and synthesis of
supermolecular based artificial reaction centers which mimic most of the major aspects of
photosynthetic solar energy conversion.1-4 Natural photosynthetic reaction centers constitute remarkable
molecular-level photovoltaic devices which utilize essentially every incident photon to initiate a
complex series of electronic transitions to achieve a high-energy charge separated state. The generation
of this long-lived charge separated state is at the heart of photosynthetic energy conversion. The
understanding of the fundamental photosynthetic electronic transition pathways, which include singletsinglet energy transfer, triplet-triplet energy transfer, and photoinitiated electron transfer, has provided a
firm platform for the development of chemical systems which duplicate such efficient energy conversion
processes.1-4

The molecular building blocks employed in many artificial reaction centers for the

successful mimicry of photosynthetic energy conversion usually consist of organic/inorganic pigments
covalently linked to electron donor and/or acceptor moieties; although, a myriad of non-covalent
supramolecular dyads demonstrate light harvesting properties as well.5
To emulate the light-absorbing property of chlorophylls, many artificial reaction centers feature
porphyrins as the primary chromophore and electron donor. Modeling natural photosynthesis led to the
inclusion of quinones as the electron acceptor among the earliest synthesized photosynthetic mimics.6
Subsequently, fullerenes were found to possess ideal electron acceptor qualities in artificial
photosynthetic systems due to their large electron affinity, large charge accumulation capacity, and a
small reorganization energy upon electron transfer.4

Certain supermolecular triads incorporate a

carotenoid moiety as a secondary electron donor in order to retard the charge recombination rate and
thereby increase the lifetime of the charge-separated state.7 The above-mentioned considerations for the
design of photosynthetic mimics led to the synthesis of a seminal CPC60 molecular triad consisting of a
diarylporphyrin (P) covalently linked to a carotenoid polyene (C) and a C60 fullerene, which stands as an
elegant demonstration of energy conversion with design and tuning precision achieved at the molecular
level.7
1

The development of efficient photovoltaic devices derived from small-molecule organic
semiconductors is driven, in part, by an extensive tunability of molecular properties afforded by the
wide chemical functionality characteristic of substituted organic molecules. The broad and diversified
group functionalization possible for organic molecules has lead to a search for new materials designed at
the molecular level where improvements in efficiency may be realized by modifying chemical
functional groups to alter the solubility, optical, electrical, and morphological properties of solar cells.5
The tuning of these properties in OSCs through chemical functionalization contributed to significant
improvements in power conversion efficiency achieved within a decade with an increase from 1% to
above 11%.8,

9

Other advantages in developing OSCs as an efficient light-harvesting application for

meeting increasing energy demands are a relatively simple synthesis, with great advances achieved in
synthetic organic chemistry for pi-conjugated systems displaying attractive optoelectronic properties,
and easy processability in manufacture.10 Additionally, pi-conjugated systems are excellent sensitizers
with good absorption coefficients in the visible part of the solar spectrum.11, 12
The two most common deposition processes for organic molecular semiconductors are thermal
deposition methods and solution processing techniques.5, 8-10 Thermal vapor deposition processes allow
for a highly reproducible thin film growth and for complete planar-heterojunction (PHJ) and bulk
heterojunction (BHJ) solar cell device fabrication.5,

8-10

The main photomechanism of PHJ and BHJ

organic solar cells originates at the donor-acceptor (D/A) interface, where photoinduced charge transfer
may yield a sought-after charge-separated state.8, 10, 13-15 Whether this charge separated state contributes
to the photocurrent of the OSC by becoming mobile charge carriers is a complex multi-parameter
problem which depends on several interrelated factors such as favorable HOMO/LUMO D/A energy
differences needed to drive the charge separation process, the exciton diffusion length, and the
morphology and phase separation of the active donor-acceptor layer.9, 13, 14 The morphology impacts the
overall solar cell performance in regard to charge transport properties, where the morphology of the
active layer greatly influences the dissociation of Coulombic-bound excitons into charge carriers in the
active bulk layer.5, 10, 13 Within any D/A morphology, improved interfacial charge separation is achieved
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if molecular components are chosen such that an optimal energy offset between the LUMO of the donor
and the LUMO of the acceptor is met.15
As for solution-processed solar cell devices, a major challenge encountered is the synthesis of
highly soluble donor and acceptor molecules that exhibit semiconductor properties, where many of the
well-established molecular photo-sensitizers, such as phthalocyanines (Pc) and porphyrin molecules,
exhibit a relatively low solubility and require environmentally inconvenient chlorinated solvents for
solution processing.5 The use of water as a solvent in solution-processed solar cells presents the
advantage of simplifying the device fabrication process. Recently, Jones and co-workers employed
water-soluble tetrasulfonated copper Pc (CuPc-S4) donor molecules in the production of solar cell
devices where the active area was prepared from aqueous CuPc-S4 solutions and the corresponding
acceptor layer consisted of C60 fullerenes.16 The devices showed a light-to-energy conversion of 0.32%
under standard conditions, with no contribution to device photocurrent from the CuPc-S4 donor.
Subsequently, Torres and co-workers set out to overcome the low photocurrent contribution of watersoluble sulfonated Pc donor systems by varying the number of sulfonate substituents at the periphery of
the zinc-Pc macrocycle with the aim of shifting the donor-acceptor frontier orbital energies.17
Organic photovolatics are close to becoming a largely deployed low cost alternative to inorganic
photovoltaics.

The idea of harvesting energy from a source that is abundant, inexpensive, and

environment-friendly such as sunlight has led to the synthesis of a large number of molecular
photovoltaics (dyads, triads, tetrads, hexads, etc.) and organic bulk heterojunctions.8, 10 Such systems
typically consist of a donor, which generally absorbs light and creates an exciton. The photoexcited
electron in the donor is subsequently transferred to the acceptor to form a charge transfer (CT) state.
One of the crucial quantities that plays a role in the efficiency of organic solar cells is the open circuit
voltage, which depends on the difference of energies of the frontier orbitals of donor and acceptor and
the exciton binding energy.15 Increasing the open circuit voltage by choosing appropriate donor and
acceptor components is an active area of research. Theoretical calculations, particularly based on the
first principles, can play an important role in the selection of appropriate donors and acceptors to
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enhance the open circuit voltage and/or in understanding and designing the photovoltaics with higher
efficiency.
Many different light-harvesting organic chemical systems have been designed and studied in
recent years with the aim of use in organic photovoltaic devices.5 One such class of systems is the
supramolecular donor-acceptor dyad, which has been synthesized in various compositions and tested for
efficient photovoltaic properties.3, 18-26 Early studies on polymer-fullerene blends led to the development
of bulk heterojunction solar cells using highly-conjugated donor and acceptor systems.14,

27-31

The

natural light-harvesting systems, in turn, inspired the use of porphyrins and metalloporphyrins as donors.
The porphyrin or metalloporphyrin system acts as a chromophore. The combination of porphyrins and
fullerenes is one of the most extensively studied organic donor-acceptor pairs and parallels the potential
in efficiency of the other widely studied photovoltaic systems such as polymer/fullerene blends.14, 19, 21,
23, 26-35

Various factors which contribute to the electron-transfer efficiency and the lifetime of the charge

separated state are the donor-acceptor distance and relative orientation, electronic coupling, solvent
polarity, nature and type of linker, and the nature of the bonding interaction between the fullerene and
porphyrin systems.8, 10 In a majority of the porphyrin-fullerene (PF) complexes, the fullerene is linked
to the porphyrin through a variety of linker molecules but the final structure often shows a pi-pi stacking
between the flat porphyrin surface and the curved fullerene surface.25, 36-44 The center-to-center distance
in these systems is from 6.5 Å to 7.0 Å.25, 36-44 Some dyad conformers are predicted to be conformally
mobile with the porphyrin moiety swinging back and forth from one side of the fullerene to the other.45
The present research involves the study of donor-acceptor dyad complexes from a charge
transfer energy perspective.

The aim of the present research is to provide insight and predictive

understanding into the charge transfer processes of the molecular-level components in donor-acceptor
based organic solar cells using computational methods to describe photochemical processes at the
quantum mechanical level within the Density Functional Theory (DFT) approximation. Predictive
understanding is anchored in reproducing experimental results, wherein the present study a perturbative
excited-state DFT method is described in detail and shown to give CT energies in excellent agreement
with benchmark experimental data. With an accurate excited state method for calculating CT excitation
4

energies at hand, the present research applies the method to the study of D/A pairs employed in
photovoltaic devices. The current study examines the effect on the CT energetics of varying the donor
and acceptor component in the dyad and the changes in the frontier orbital energy levels and CT
energies with respect to a varying D/A distance and D/A relative orientation. The results of the
perturbative excited state DFT calculations provide direct insight into photovoltaic device efficiency
since the CT energy determines the achievable open circuit voltage of a device.
The remainder of the work will be divided into five different major chapters. A background
chapter describes the concept of a charge-transfer complex and certain challenges faced in the
computational study of CT transitions. For example, several traditional theoretical methods account for
an accurate description of excited states by constructing a wavefunction that spans several electronic
configurations, but such methods are not practical for the study of many of the large molecular systems
currently employed in photovoltaic devices. As an alternative excited state method, the time-dependent
formalism of Density Functional Theory (DFT) has become a widely used approach in the study of
excited states but is limited to small and medium sized molecules when range-correction schemes,
necessary to achieve good accuracy for CT excitations, are employed.
In the third major chapter, a method is outlined that offers a practical way to obtain excitation
energies from a self-consistent ground state Hamiltonian and Kohn-Sham DFT orbitals.

This

perturbative approach is used to compute the lowest charge transfer excitation energies for a set of
tetracyanoethylene

(TCNE)-hydrocarbon

(tetraphenyl)porphyrin-C60 complexes.

complexes,

C2H4-C2F4,

NH3-F2,

pentacene-C60,

and

The results show that the method can provide a reliable

description of charge transfer excitation energies, which are comparable to that obtained by timedependent density functional theory (TDDFT) using specially optimized range-corrected functionals.
By examining the performance of this method in obtaining charge transfer excitation energies for a
benchmark set of donor-acceptor complexes, it is shown that the method can provide a good description
of charge transfer excitation energies for DA complexes and has potential to be used in the
computational screening of suitable donor-acceptor complexes with target charge transfer excitation
energies.
5

The fourth major chapter applies the perturbative excited state method developed in the previous
chapter to porphyrin-fullerene donor-acceptor pairs in a detailed study of charge transfer energetics in
large molecular systems of interest in current photovoltaic applications. Porphyrin and fullerene donoracceptor complexes have been extensively studied for their photoinduced charge transfer characteristics.
This chapter details a study of the electronic structure of ground states and a few charge transfer excited
states for four cofacial porphyrin-fullerene molecular constructs using density functional theory at the
all-electron level with large polarized gaussian basis sets. The donors are base- and Zn-tetraphenyl
porphyrin and the acceptor molecules are C60 and C70. The complexes reported here are non-bonded
with a face-to-face distance between the porphyrin and the fullerene of 2.7 Å to 3.0 Å. The energies of
the low lying excited states including charge transfer states were calculated using the perturbative
excited state method and are in good agreement with available experimental values.
The fifth major chapter examines the effect of geometrical orientation on the charge transfer
energetics of supramolecular (tetraphenyl)-porphyrin/C60 dyads. The charge transfer (CT) excited state
energies of donor-acceptor (D/A) pairs determine the achievable open-circuit voltage of D/A-based
organic solar cell devices. Changes in the relative orientation of donor-acceptor pairs at the interface
influence the frontier orbital energy levels, which impacts the dissociation of bound excitons at the D/Ainterface. This chapter entails a study of the effect of relative orientation on CT excited state energies of
porphyrin-fullerene dyads, where the donors studied are base- and Zn-tetraphenyl porphyrin coupled to
C60 as the acceptor molecule in an end-on configuration. A comparison is made between the energetics
of a few low-lying CT states for the end-on geometry to the previously calculated CT energetics of the
co-facial orientation. The calculated CT excitation energies are larger for the end-on orientation in
comparison to the co-facial structure by 0.6 eV – 0.75 eV.
The final chapter presents a simulation strategy to account for solvation effects on charge
transfer excited states that is planned as future work. The two previous chapters examined the effects of
relative orientation and of varying the donor and acceptor moieties in porphyrin-fullerene complexes on
the energy ordering of the donor-acceptor frontier orbital levels and the CT energies. The ground-state
and excited-state calculations were perfomed in gas-phase for the dyad systems.
6

Since many

experimental measurements on porphyrin-fullerene dyads are made in solution, in addition to solution
processing of porphyrin-fullerene heterojunction solar cells being one of the main methods of device
fabrication, we would like to extend our previous studies to incorporate solvent effects into our charge
transfer excited state calculations.

7

Chapter 2: Background
The formulation of a charge transfer complex in terms of stabilizing donor-acceptor molecular
interactions was first introduced by Mulliken46 in resonance language, where the supramolecular
chemical interaction was represented using the following resonance structures:
D•••A ↔ D+•••A- ; D=donor, A=acceptor
This donor-acceptor resonance hybrid features a contribution from ionic (D+/A-) character, which
accounts for the molecular association in the absence of a net charge and net dipole moment in each of
the isolated monomers. In resonance terms, the energy to drive charge transfer complexation is derived
from resonance stabilization.

Such charge transfer (CT) interactions yield signature spectroscopic

features upon photon absorption that are not present in the spectral bands of the isolated donor and
acceptor system, which reflects the presence of associated D/A species.46 In many D/A systems, a
relatively large intensity for the CT band allows for microstructural characterization of D/A aggregates
in solution.18, 25, 35, 47 Among the earliest excited state spectroscopic studies of charge transfer complexes
consisting of bound arene-halogen dimolecular systems revealed an intense spectral CT band near
3000A characteristic of benzene and similar pi-conjugated systems.46

Understanding chemical

properties related to the photoinduced D+/A- state is a major component in the development of efficient
donor-acceptor based organic solar cells.
In studying photochemical properties central to photovoltaic device efficiency, such as
photoinitiated charge transfer, the correct description of excited states is of paramount importance.
Quantum chemical methods have developed a high level mathematical modeling sophistication and an
accompanying efficient implementation in robust computational software which permits fast and reliable
calculations of molecular properties to be run routinely on modest resource laptop and desktop
computing architectures with results yielding remarkable accuracy (in comparison to experiment) for
systems in the ground state. The reliable description of excited states, on the other hand, has posed a
greater challenge to computational chemistry. The variational method, which may be considered the
power underlying the accurate predictive power of quantum chemical methods for ground-state
molecular properties, cannot be applied to excited state calculations in a straightforward manner.48
8

Since such variational calculations bias the ground-state, representations of excited states derived from a
favored ground state configuration tend to systematically overestimate excitation energies.

Many

semiempirical methods developed for the study of excited states incorporate the scaling of certain
parameters to match the experimentally determined longest wavelength transition of a suitable reference
system. For ab-initio methods, a reasonable description of excited states requires a relatively large and
flexible basis set suitable for a simultaneous description of ground-state and excited-state configurations.
For theory to play an important role in the computational design of donor-acceptor complexes, a
method is needed that can provide a reasonable description of excited states, particularly the charge
transfer excited states, of these complexes. Accurate traditional quantum chemical methods such as
Configuration Interaction (CI) or Multireference CI are impractical due to the size of the donor-acceptor
complexes employed in currently developed photovoltaic cells, which typically contain about 100–200
or more atoms. The density functional theory (DFT) based calculations have played a central role in
understanding various material properties and in the computational design of novel materials.49 The
excited state description of systems containing about a hundred atoms is now routinely obtained using
the time dependent density functional theory (TDDFT), particularly the linear response formulation of
the DFT.50-55 Indeed, the time dependent density functional theory has become the workhorse for the
calculations of excited states and optical spectra for a wide range of systems. This is due to the success
of TDDFT in predicting vertical excited states with sufficient accuracy as well as its favorable scaling
with system size compared to other accurate methods. Despite the favorable scaling, the TDDFT
calculations using large or moderately large basis sets are rare on systems containing about 200 or more
atoms.
The TDDFT method (employing popular exchange-correlation approximations) is of limited use
in determining the excited states of donor-acceptor complexes. It is now well established that the
TDDFT using standard exchange-correlation functionals significantly underestimates the charge-transfer
excitation energies.56 This occurs due to a negligible overlap of donor-acceptor orbitals participating in
the charge transfer excitations.56 Peach and co-workers have examined the correlation between the
extent of overlap between the orbitals’ participation in the excitation and the error in the excitation
9

energy.57 The development of suitable exchange-correlation functionals to correct for this deficiency is
currently an active area of research. A few improvements such as the use of range separated hybrid
functionals wherein the Kohn-Sham exchange functional is split into short-range and long-range
components have been proposed.58-63 The range-splitting parameter is obtained either empirically by
fitting to a large set of excitation energies of related systems, or non-empirically by minimizing the
deviation of the negative of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) eigenvalue from the
ionization energy.58-63 The desirable nonempirical attribute of the latter approach unfortunately results
in a system dependent range splitting parameter.62 These range-split functionals can provide a good
description of charge transfer energies for small donor-acceptor complexes.58, 59, 61-63 Their application
to larger donor-acceptor complexes of practical interest are, however, limited. A constrained formalism
of DFT is recently gaining popularity where a constraint is used to achieve a good description of the
lowest charge transfer excitation.64
The lowest charge transfer excitation energy for a donor-acceptor complex with infinite donoracceptor separation is given by the energy46
ECT = I P D − EAA
where the IPD is the ionization energy of the donor molecule and EAA is the electron affinity of the
acceptor molecule. For finite systems, the above equation gives the quasi-particle gap. To obtain the
ECT for donor-acceptor complexes separated by a finite distance R, the Coulomb energy (1/R)
corresponding to the electrostatic interaction between the charged donor-acceptor complexes must be
added to the right hand side of equation 1. Both the ionization energy and the electron affinity can be
accurately obtained by the difference of the self-consistent energies of neutral and charged complexes
using standard DFT functionals. The Coulomb term needed to estimate ECT is usually obtained using
the partial charges on the donor and acceptor in the Coulomb energy expression. As partial charges
often show a strong dependence on the method used to obtain them, the excitation energies obtained by
this approach can be error-prone.

10

Chapter 3: Perturbative ∆-Self-Consistent-Field Excited State Method
To obtain the excitation energy, we first solve the ground state Kohn-Sham problem. A single
Slater-determinant can be constructed from the single particle self-consistent lowest N Kohn-Sham
orbitals φ to describe the ground state wavefunction as

 → 
p
Ψ rn   = (− 1) P(φ1φ2 KφN )
  
where N is the number of particles. The wavefunctions for single excitations can be constructed from
occupied orbitals φi and the unoccupied orbitals χi as

Φ ex = (− 1) P (φ1φ 2 Kφ h Kφ N , K, χ p )
p

where subscripts h and p refer to the hole and particle states. The ground state density ρg is determined
by the Kohn-Sham orbitals with occupancy f as pg=∑iNfi|φi|2. Rigid occupancy shift yields a trial density
of an excited state ρex = ρg− ρh + ρp , where ρh = |φh|2 and ρp = |φp|2. The self-consistent ground state
single-particle Hamiltonian is Hg=H(ρg). The excited state Hamiltonian similarly can be expressed as
Hex = H(ρex). However, Hex thus calculated is not self-consistent. Varying the density as in a selfconsistent procedure can lead to a collapse of the second set of orbitals to the first.65 Gill and coworkers have described a maximum overlap method to circumvent the variational collapse and have
applied it to study core excitations in a set of small molecules.66 The present approach is an alternative
to the the maximum overlap method. In our approach, we impose an orthogonality condition, which is a
natural constraint in many-body theories or in equiensemble DFT. The ground state wavefunction will
be orthogonal to the excited state wavefunction constructed from the Kohn-Sham orbitals if <φh|φj> for
j≠h. In practice, we adopt a perturbative approach to relax the active and passive occupied orbitals. The
perturbation Hamiltonian is expressed as the difference between the ground state Hamiltonian Hg and
the excited state Hamiltonian Hex as follows:
H = α(Hex − Hg)
11

Here, α is a variational parameter such that dE/dα=0, where E is the total energy of the system. φh and χp
are the active hole and particle orbitals. If these orbitals are held rigidly then they are automatically
orthogonal to the perturbed orbitals. This is, however, unphysical as these orbitals will rearrange due to
the change in Coulomb repulsion. The perturbed occupied passive orbitals are changed as

φ

'
k

unoccupied

∑

= φk +

α χ j ∆H φi χ j
ε j − εi

j>N

The φ orbitals thus calculated are non-orthogonal and need to be orthogonalized.
Instead of holding the active orbitals rigid, which will be an unphysical constraint on the orbitals,
it is possible to refine the method further by relaxing the particle orbital in the space of the unoccupied
orbitals. This approach is intuitively more correct since it is unreasonable to expect the particle orbital to
be an eigenfunction of the ground state Hamiltonian. For example, in the cases where the excitation
involves charge transfer from one part of the system to another, this constraint cannot be a valid
assumption. The energy minimization with respect to α allows orbital relaxation effects to be taken into
account and is necessary for the accurate estimation of the excitation energy. The excited states can then
be expressed as

(

Φ ex = (− 1) P φ1'φ 2' Kφ h' −1φ h' +1 Kφ N' ; χ 'p
p

)

where

α χ j H' χp

χ 'p = χ p + ∑

ε j −εp

j≠ p

χj

Here, j goes over all the unoccupied orbitals. Similarly, the hole orbital is also expanded as

φh' = φh + ∑

α φ j H ' φh

j≠h

12

ε j − εi

φj

Here, j goes over all the occupied orbitals. The updated active and passive orbitals are orthogonalized
using Lowdin’s orthogonalization scheme.67

The orthogonality between the ground state and the

individual excited states is maintained since <φh|φi>=0 for i≠h and <φh|χj>=0 for all j.
The density is then calculated from the occupied passive and active orbitals as
2
'
' 2
'
j
p
j

ρ = ∑φ

+χ

The energy is then calculated from the H(ρ') non-self-consistently. The same procedure is repeated with
different values of α. From a set of α and the corresponding total energies, the α for lowest energy is
determined. In this method, the excited state density is varied by varying the parameter α using the
Newton-Raphson method.

As the diagonalization step is not required, the method is relatively

inexpensive. The αlowest can be extracted from at least a set of three α parameters. Application of the
method to a large number of CT states of various DA complexes shows that the variational procedure in
practice requires about 6–12 iterations with different values of α.

In essence, an excited state

wavefunction orthogonal to the ground state wavefunction is constructed and the total energy of the
excited state is obtained variationally by optimizing the parameter α. As mentioned above, variation of
the α parameter allows relaxation of the occupied orbitals. Once the self-consistent energy is obtained,
the excitation energy can be computed by subtracting the total energy of the excited state from the
ground state energy. The method is thus based on the ∆SCF method but unlike the standard ∆SCF
approaches, it avoids the variational collapse of the excited state. The method is subject to the same
criticism as the standard ∆SCF method and lacks a formal justification, in general, since many
wavefunctions in principle can correspond to the ground state density, which is the starting point. The
application of ∆SCF approaches can be justified for the excitations to the lowest state of a given
symmetry.68 Very recently, Cullen and co-workers described the relation between the adiabatic TDDFT and ∆SCF method.48 In another recent study, Kowalczyk et al. noted comparable performance of
the TDDFT and ∆SCF methods in predicting vertical excitation energies of 16 organic dye molecules
and demonstrated the ∆SCF densities to be stationary densities of TDDFT within the adiabatic
approximation.69 The ∆SCF method,68, 70-72 which was the routine DFT method for obtaining excitation
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energies73, 74 prior to the availability of TDDFT, is still being widely used.66, 69, 75-81 Very recently, the
∆SCF method was extended to solids and was shown to give accurate estimates of band gaps for
solids.82 There are variants of ∆SCF schemes known as constrained DFT in the literature. The present
method, which uses an orthogonality constraint to prevent variational collapse, is one among these. An
alternative route to obtain CT energies (CTE), known as constrained DFT (CDFT), uses a bias potential,
which is varied until certain constraints on electrons are satisfied.64 Typically, in this approach the
potential in the desired part of the system is lowered until expected charge transfer occurs. In Sec. III,
we show that the present approach allows the calculation of CT energies without the use of any
additional constraints except for the orthogonality constraint.

3.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The above method is implemented in the NRLMOL (Naval Research Laboratory Molecular

Orbital Library) suite of codes.83-85 The cost of obtaining a variational solution for the excited state is
about the same as that for the ground state. The difference with respect to the ground state calculation is
that the diagonalization step is replaced by the energy minimization step. Typically, as mentioned
above, the solution is obtained in 6–12 steps. The memory demand for the excited state calculation is
much larger than the ground state calculation as the ground state Hamiltonian matrix needs to be stored.
The virtual states also need to be stored in memory unlike the ground state calculation. In our several
calculations using this method, we have noticed that the memory requirement becomes an issue only
when the total number of basis functions exceeds 10,000 – 11,000. To assess the accuracy of the present
method in predicting the charge transfer excitation energies, we have calculated the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) to lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) charge transfer excitation
energies for a set of TCNE-hydrocarbon based donor-acceptor complexes, C2H4-C2F4, NH3-F2,
pentacene-C60, and tetraphenylporphyrin-C60 complexes. The TCNE-hydrocarbons have been used in
the literature as a benchmark set to assess the success of various approaches proposed for the CT excited
state calculations.62

In our calculations, we used the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized

gradient approximation86 (GGA) to describe exchange-correlation effects and employed a large
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Gaussian basis set with polarization functions.87 The Gaussian basis set used here is optimized for the
PBE functional. In the TCNE-hydrocarbon
hydrocarbon complexes which are non
non-covalently
covalently bonded, the HOMO is
located on the hydrocarbon and the LUMO on the TCNE. The average separation between the donor
and acceptors is 3.5 Å. The HOMO to LUMO transition is therefore a charge transfer transition. The
HOMO-LUMO orbital density of TCNE
TCNE-benzene is shown in figure 1. Top-down
down view of the TCNETCNE
hydrocarbon complexes studied
died here are also shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. The structures of the TCNE
TCNE-hydrocarbon
hydrocarbon complexes with a top down view. For the complex
(a), a side-view
view of the orbital electron densities of the HOMO (blue) and the LUMO (pink) orbitals are
shown.

The structures of the TCNE
TCNE-hydrocarbon complexes were obtained from a previous study.
study 62 To
obtain the excitation energy, an electron from the HOMO is placed in the LUMO orbital and the self
consistent problem is solved using the method described above. The energy of the triplet state is
obtained if the two unpaired electrons in the HOMO and LUMO orbitals are of the same spin. However,
if two unpaired electrons in the HOMO and LUMO orbitals have opposite spin then such a state is a
mixed state (a 50–50 mixture
ixture of pure singlet and triplet states) with an energy that is an average of the
15

TABLE I. The HOMO to LUMO charge transfer excitation energies in TCNE hydrocarbon complexes,
the C2H4-C2F4, NH3-F2, pentacene
pentacene-C60, and the tetraphenyl porphyrin (TPP)--C60 complexes. The
numbers in the round bracket in the first column correspond to the distance between donor and acceptor
unit. The asterisk and (S) indicate that the values are in gas
gas-phase
phase and in solution for TCNETCNE
hydrocarbons. All energies are in eV. See text
ext for experimental values and more details.

singlet and triplet set. The energy of the singlet state can be obtained using the Ziegler-Rauk
Ziegler
method71
by subtracting the triplet energy from two times the energy of the mixed state. The calculated energies
of the mixed, singlet, and triplet states for a few donor-acceptor
acceptor complexes are given in Table I. The gas
phase experimental values are available for the TCNE
TCNE-benzene, TCNE-naphthalene
naphthalene, TCNE-toluene, and
TCNE-xylene
xylene complexes (marked by double asterisk in Table I).88 The calculated excitation energies of
these complexes are in excellent agr
agreement with experimental values.88 For the other
othe TCNE-complexes
for which experimental excitation energies are in solvent, we included an average solvent shift of 0.3 eV
as estimated by Baer and co-workers.
workers.62 The calculated excitation energies, when corrected
cor
for solvent
effects, are again in excellent agreement with experimental values. We have also included the TDDFT
results with range corrected functionals reported by Baer and co
co-workers.
workers. Present values of excitation
energies agree well with the TDD
TDDFT
FT results.
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The method thus provides an alternative to

computationally more demanding approaches such as TDDFT with specially optimized range-corrected
functionals.
The CT excitation energy of the C2H4-C2F4 dimer is another difficult case for theories.55,

63

Tawada and co-workers found that the CT energy of the C2H4 -C2F4 dimer using a range-corrected
functional agrees well with the experimental estimate of 12.5 eV at infinite separation.63

This

experimental value (12.5 eV) is estimated using the the experimental IP of C2H4 (10.7 eV) and the
experimental EA of C2F4 (−1.8 eV) and using the relation IPD − EAA − 1/R, where R is the distance
between donor and acceptor. We have calculated the CT energies of the C2H4-C2H4 complex keeping
the separation between the two units at 8 Å and 25 Å. The calculated excitation energies at these
distances are 10.49 eV and 11.78 eV, which are in excellent agreement with the experimental estimates
of 10.7 eV and 11.9 eV, respectively. The complex NH3-F2 was included by Zhao and Truhlar as a test
case for the prediction of CT energy.55 Our calculated CT excitation energy for this complex is 9.25 eV,
which is in very good agreement with 9.49 eV calculated at the the SAC-CI/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory
by Zhao and Truhlar.55

They have calculated the CT energy of NH3-F2 at various levels of

approximation that includes TDDFT/PBE0, TDDFT/B3LYP, M06-HF, etc. and have found the M06-HF
functional to be the most accurate among those tested. The errors for the B3LYP and PBE0 functional
are about 5–6 eV. Thus, it is gratifying that the present method can provide a fairly accurate estimate of
the CT energy.
Finally, we applied the present approach to the systems that have been used experimentally as
possible material for the active layer in organic photovoltaic cells. We selected two donor acceptor
complexes: pentacene-C60 and a larger tetraphenylporphyrin (TPP)-C60 complex (cf. figure2). One of
the criteria for the selection of these complexes was the availability of gas-phase experimental ionization
energies of pentacene and TPP and the electron affinity of the C60 fullerene from which an experimental
estimate of the CT excitation energy can be obtained. Porphyrin and phthalocyanine derivatives are
often used as electron donors in organic photovoltaic (OPV) cells while the pentacene-C60 is a simple
prototype system of OPV that has been extensively studied. The ionization energy (gas phase) of
pentacene is 6.59 eV and the C60 electron affinity is 2.68 eV.89 Thus, at infinite intramolecular
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Figure 2. The pentacene-C60 and tetraphenyl porphyrin-C60 complexes in end-on orientation. The
electron densities of the HOMO (blue) and the LUMO (red) orbitals are shown.

separation of donor and acceptor in the pentacene-C60 complex, the CT energy is 3.91 eV. At finite
separation R, this CT energy estimate will decrease due to the Coulomb interaction term −1/R. We
calculated the CT energy of the pentacene-C60 complex at three intramolecular separations in the DA
complex. In this DA complex, the C60 and pentacene are placed in an end-on form. The HOMO is on
pentacene and the LUMO is on the C60 fullerene, the lowest HOMO-LUMO transition is therefore a CT
excitation. In general, the active layer in an OPV solar cell is deposited using spin coating and will have
a mixture of several different orientations of the donor and acceptor molecule. Here, we chose an endto-end orientation as the polarization effects are reduced in this orientation. The polarization effects will
18

change the HOMO and LUMO levels of the molecules and are difficult to include in the experimental
estimate. We computed the CT excitation energy of the pentacene-C60 complex at 20Å and 100 Å. The
calculated CT energies are 3.10 eV and 3.47 eV, respectively. The excitation energy increases with
distance due to a reduction in the attractive Coulomb energy between the hole and particle. The
calculated CT energies are in very good agreement with experimental estimates of 3.19 eV and 3.77 eV.
Likewise, we have calculated the CT energy of a TPP-C60 complex. The experimental gas-phase
ionization energy of TPP is 6.7 eV.90 Using the experimental EA of C60 (2.68 eV), the CTE for the
infinitely separated TPP-C60 complex is 4.02 eV. Like in the pentacene-C60 complex, the TPP and C60
were placed in the end-on manner and the CTE was calculated at a distance of 20 Å. The lowest CT
excitation here corresponds to the transition from the HOMO, which is localized on TPP, to the LUMO
that sits on the C60 fullerene. Our calculated CTE value of 3.27 eV is in excellent agreement with the
experimental estimate of 3.30 eV. Thus, the present method provides fairly accurate estimates of CT
energy for this complex. It is evident from Table I that overall, the performance of the present method
in predicting CT energies is quite good.

For the gas phase TCNE-hydrocarbon complexes, the

maximum error is on the order of 0.1 eV. In case of TCNE-hydrocarbon complexes in the solvent, the
maximum error is about the same as in gas phase except for TCNE-9-cyano-anth complex for which it is
about 0.3 eV. It is interesting to note that the structure for the TCNE-9-cyano-anthracene system is the
only complex which does not exhibit the general structural motif consisting of the TCNE component
centered above the geometric center of the anthracene (cf. Fig. 1(l)). We have also noted that the forces
are high for this structure at the PBE-GGA level. For that structure, the discrepancy between our
calculated energy and both experiment and TDDFT was quite high (∼0.65 eV). We have therefore
further optimized the structure and obtained a more symmetric structure. The calculated HOMO-LUMO
CT energy for this complex is 2.02 eV. Inclusion of the average solvent shift of 0.3 eV reduces the CT
energy to 1.72 eV. The discrepancy between the experimental value and our calculated value reduced
from 0.65 eV to 0.29 eV. Thus, for the set of molecules studied here, the error is at most 0.3 eV, which
is far less than that in TDDFT calculations using standard functionals.55, 62, 63 Particularly encouraging is
the good agreement between experimental estimates of excitation energies with the predicted values for
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the pentacene-C60 and TPP-C60 systems as they are representative models of an active organic layer used
in OPVs. This agreement may improve as experimental estimates do not include the polarization effects
that would alter the HOMO and LUMO levels upon complex formation. In a recent work, the ∆SCF
method was shown to provide good estimates of vertical excitations in dye molecules.69 This work
shows that the present method, which is a variant of the ∆SCF scheme that prevents variational collapse,
can provide good estimates of the CT excitation energies, which are particularly challenging to obtain
for systems containing a few hundred atoms. The success of the present approach over TDDFT is
probably related to the recent observation by Ziegler and co-workers that the ∆SCF schemes include the
higher order self-interaction terms that are missing in TDDFT for a qualitatively correct description of
the charge transfer excitations.48
To summarize, we have illustrated our recent perturbative approach to obtain the CT excitation
energies.

The method has a strong constraint imposed by orthonormality that must hold for

wavefunction-based methods or the equiensemble DFT formalism. The performance assessment of this
method in predicting charge-transfer excitation energies has been carried out on a set of molecules that
are used in the literature as a benchmark for this purpose and also on the models of an active layer in
OPV cells. The method offers a practical way to obtain fairly accurate estimates of a large number of
CT excited states of realistic donor-acceptor complexes (about 200–300 atoms) using modern petascale
computers due to its embarrassingly parallel nature (calculation of one excited state is independent of
others). As the open circuit voltage of the organic photovoltaic is proportional to the energy offset
between the donor HOMO and acceptor LUMO, the method has a potential to play an important role in
identifying suitable combinations of donor and acceptors. We are using this approach in our laboratory
to study several large donor acceptor complexes.
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Chapter 4: Charge Transfer Excitation Energies in Porphyrin-Fullerene Dyads
The photoinduced charge transfer process in a donor-acceptor conjugate involves two key steps.
A local excitation takes place on the donor component of the dyad, which acts as the chromophore,
followed by a transfer of the excited electron to the acceptor molecule. The electron transfer process can
however involve more than two steps. In the absence of any hole-conducting layer, the hole state
remains localized on the donor system. In order to provide insight into the CT process, it is necessary to
employ a computational method which accurately calculates the energetics of the final charge separated
excited state. The energy of a charge transfer state can be roughly estimated from46
E = IP − EA − 1/R (1)
where IP and EA are, respectively, the ionization potential of the donor and the electron affinity of the
acceptor.

Here, R is the particle to hole separation.

The density functional theory (DFT) is a

computationally efficient and accurate method suitable for the study of donor-acceptor systems which
are typically too large for quantum chemical approaches.
formulation of DFT is limited to the ground state.

However, the standard Kohn-Sham

The linear response formulation of the time-

dependent extension of DFT (TDDFT) is currently the method of choice to obtain excitation energies for
systems containing a few tens of atoms. Though quite successful, in general, in describing the valence
excitations it fails to correctly describe CT interactions with the currently available exchange-correlation
functionals.56 The description of charge transfer excitations with sufficient accuracy is a challenge for
the density functional based methods and is currently a topic of intense research. Range-corrected
density functionals58, 59, 63, 91, 92 within TDDFT have shown to improve the poor description of charge
transfer excitations by appropriately tuning the range splitting parameter.62, 93-95 Although the use of
range-corrected functionals, which incorporate a percentage of Hartree-Fock exchange, in TDDFT for
CT excited-state calculations improves the accuracy, the method becomes quite expensive for large
systems such as the porphyrin-fullerene (PF) supramolecular dyad.

A recent study applied the

constrained-DFT (C-DFT) method to calculate the HOMO-LUMO CT excitation energy in
C70/ZnTPP.22 The C-DFT approach imposes a constraining potential to enforce the localization of
electron density.64
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The delta-self-consistent field (∆SCF) method has been used by a number of authors for the
calculation of various types of local excitations.66,

69, 73, 74, 78-80

We have developed and employed

another ∆SCF type DFT based approach which enforces the constraint of orthogonality between the
ground-state and excited-state Slater determinants constructed from Kohn-Sham orbitals.96

The

orthogonality-constrained DFT method gave CT excited state energies for a caretonoid-porphyrin-C60
molecular triad which are in good agreement with the estimate made from equation (1). An application
of our method to a small database of molecules recently used in the calibration of a range-split
functional shows excellent agreement with experimental values.97

In this study, we apply the

perturbative ∆SCF (P∆SCF) method in the calculation of CT excited-state energies for a set of four
porphyrin-fullerene supramolecular dyads.

4.1

COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
The calculations reported here were carried out using density functional theory as implemented

in the NRLMOL code.83,

87, 98, 99

We employed the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)86,
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exchange-

correlation energy functional within the generalized gradient approximation for all sets of calculations.
The calculations were performed at the all-electron level using a large Gaussian basis set specially
optimized for the PBE functional used in this work.87
The basis set for a given atom is contracted from the same set of primitive gaussians. The
numbers of the primitive gaussians, s-type, p-type, and d-type functions along with the range of the
exponents are given in Table II. This basis set resulted in a total of 4300–4700 basis functions for four
different complexes studied here.

We have used our recently developed DFT based method to

determine the energies of the excited states.96 The notable feature of this method is that it maintains the
orthogonality constraint between the ground state and excited state Slater determinantal wavefunctions.
This method uses a perturbative approach to determine the excited state orbitals and density and does
not contain any empirical or system dependent parameters.
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TABLE II. The numbers of s-, p-, d-type contracted functions, number of primitive
gaussians, and the range of the gaussian exponents used for each atom.

4.2

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Several experimental studies have shown that in the majority of porphyrin-fullerene

supramolecular dyads the closest donor-acceptor interaction occurs between one of the electron-rich 6:6
fullerene bonds and the geometric center of the porphyrin/metalloporphyrin system.45

The

corresponding distances are on the order of 2.7 Å – 3.0 Å. The porphyrin-fullerene structures employed
for the study of CT excited states were taken from the Wang and Lin study where the PF dyads were
optimized at the all-electron level using the PBE functional and double zeta polarization basis containing
more than 1500 Slater type orbitals for each dyad.101

The fullerene-porphyrin dyad structure

optimization requires use of van der Waals interaction potentials apart from the DFT description of the
effective potential. Although most standard density functionals do not correctly describe van der Waals
interactions, the relaxed geometries obtained by Wang et al. show that the porphyrin-fullerene relative
orientations and distances are in agreement with experiment.45 From our DFT calculations we find that
the forces on the geometries provided by Wang et al. are small (~0.2 eV/Å).

Additionally, we

performed a geometry optimization using NRLMOL on the C70/ZnTPP dyad using the PBE exchangecorrelation functional with the incorporation of Grimme’s general dispersion correction scheme.102 The
resulting relaxed geometry did not differ significantly from the structures in Wang’s paper with no
significant alteration of the porphyrin-fullerene center-to-center distances. Therefore, we performed only
single point calculations on the rest of the structures. Figure 3 displays the ground state density of states
(DOS) projected on the components for the supramolecular complexes. The density of the fullerene
states does not vary appreciably in changing the donor from base tetraphenyl-porphyrin to Zn23

tetraphenyl-porphyrin. We, therefore, present the fullerene DOS only for the TPP complexes. The C60
DOS shows very mild symmetry breaking in which the levels are split by a few meV. The reduced
symmetry of the C70 and a larger number of valence electrons results in a larger number of high lying
occupied and low lying unoccupied states. Although the Zn states are found to be deeper in energy (not
shown), the presence of the Zn in the porphyrin results in more valence states about 1 eV below the
Fermi level. Experiments have shown that replacing C60 by C70 leads to better absorption due to the
reduced symmetry of the fullerene.103-105

Figure 3. The total density of states of the C60/TPP and C60/ZnTPP and projected DOS on the TPP,
ZnTPP, and C60 are shown in the left panels. The counterparts of C70/TPP and C70/ZnTPP are shown in
the right panels.

In all of the dyads, the HOMO is localized on the porphyrin and the LUMO is localized on the
fullerene component. The highest two occupied and lowest two unoccupied states of porphyrin are the
Gouterman orbitals responsible for the characteristic absorption bands of the porphyrin.12 In all four
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complexes the HOMO and HOMO-1 orbitals are the porphyrin occupied Gouterman orbitals. The
isolated C60 and C70 fullerenes have five-fold degenerate HOMO orbitals. These orbitals form the
HOMO-2 to HOMO-6 orbitals in the complexes with TPP and HOMO-3 to HOMO-7 in the complexes
with ZnTPP. The HOMO-2 orbital of the ZnTPP complexes is localized on the porphyrin. In the
complexes with TPP, several of these fullerene HOMOs are seen to spread over the porphyrin while the
degree of hybridization is relatively less for the complexes with ZnTPP. The HOMO-LUMO gaps
obtained from the Kohn-Sham DFT scheme lie between 0.83 eV and 1.02 eV. The dyads containing
ZnTPP have smaller gaps compared to those with TPP.

This result is in agreement with earlier

published DFT calculations.106 The LUMO of isolated C60 has t1u symmetry which is broken in these
complexes. The isolated C70 has doubly degenerate LUMO with e1 symmetry and a closely lying
LUMO+1 with a1 symmetry. These orbitals form the lowest three LUMOs of the four complexes
studied here. The HOMO to LUMO transition in all of the complexes is a charge transfer excitation.
The HOMO-LUMO gaps do not reflect the correct energies for the charge transfer excitation partly as
DFT underestimates the gap and partly because they do not incorporate the particle-hole interaction and
the polarization of the passive orbitals. We have used our recently developed method to calculate the
energies of several lowest excited states. A characteristic feature of these donor-acceptor systems is that
the states associated with the electron transfer are spatially well separated with vanishing overlap.
Consequently, the transition dipole matrix between the particle and hole states vanishes.

In the

following we concentrate on a few lowest charge transfer states spanning the hole orbitals from HOMO
to HOMO-2 and the particle orbitals from LUMO to LUMO+3. In these complexes, the LUMO to
LUMO+2 originate from the three-fold degenerate or nearly degenerate fullerene LUMO. Figure 4
shows a schematic representation of the C60/ZnTPP CT states for which the excited state energies were
calculated. The left side of the figure shows the HOMO, HOMO-1, and HOMO-2 orbitals of the
C60/ZnTPP complex localized on the donor ZnTPP component. The right side of the figure displays the
LUMO, LUMO+1, and LUMO+2 orbitals localized on the acceptor C60 component of the dyad. Since
these orbitals are localized on their respective donor/acceptor component, the transitions (shown as
arrows) correspond to CT excited states. The three lowest LUMOs studied here are nearly degenerate
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Figure 4. The lowest few charge transfer excitation states and their energies in the C60/ZnTPP dyad.

since they originate from the t1u LUMO of isolated C60, which is also reflected in the excitation energies
from a given occupied porphyrin orbital. The LUMO+3 orbital is located on the porphyrin and therefore
the HOMO or HOMO-1 to LUMO+3 does not constitute a CT state. The porphyrin to porphyrin lowest
singlet excitation (involving the Gouterman orbitals HOMO and LUMO+3) occurs at 1.97 eV and the
lowest ZnTPP to C60 charge transfer excitation state has energy 1.68 eV.
experimental studies on non-bonded porphyrin-fullerene dyads.

There are only a few

The bulk of the experiments are

performed on covalently linked systems. The experimentally derived energies of the charge transfer
state of covalently linked C60/ZnTPP vary from 1.24 eV to 1.38 eV depending on the linker, structure,
and center-to-center distance between the C60 and the porphyrin.26,

38, 107

Since extended porphyrins

often show changes in its electronic structure discerned from absorption spectra, the values of the charge
26

transfer states of a linked system cannot be compared directly with our calculated values.108,

109

Moreover, the calculated gas-phase values do not include the reorganization of the components and the
effects of the solvents on the charge transfer excited state.

A few low-lying CT excitations of

C70/ZnTPP, C70/TPP, and C60/TPP dyads are shown in figures 5, 6, and 7.

Figure 5. The lowest few charge transfer excitation energies in the C70ZnTPP dyad.

The doubly degenerate e1 and a1 LUMOs of isolated C70 form the lowest unoccupied orbitals of
the dyads containing C70. The lowest excitation in the C70/ZnTPP occurs at 1.95 eV, which is higher
than the lowest excitation of C60/ZnTPP by 0.27 eV. Replacing the ZnTPP by base TPP increases the
lowest excitation further roughly by another 0.1 eV for C70/TPP. Similarly, replacing the ZnTPP by
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Figure 6. The lowest few charge transfer excitation energies in the C70TPP dyad.

TPP in dyads containing C60 increases the lowest CT energy by 0.1 eV. Replacing C60 by C70 increases
the CT energy or the open circuit voltage by 0.27 eV. From these values it appears that changing the
fullerene component produces a more significant change in the CT excitations compared to the change
in porphyrin component. Our calculations indicate that the open circuit voltage of the C70/TPP dyad is
the largest among the four dyads studied here.

It is known that C70 containing donor-acceptor

conjugates are more efficient since C70 is also a better absorber than C60. Our calculations show that
energy loss in exciton separation is also reduced in C70 containing PF conjugates. The energies of the
excited states studied here are tabulated in Table III. In the table, the non-CT excited states are indicated
by an asterix. We present energies for both singlet and triplet states of single particle excitations. The
singlet energies are calculated from the values of the mixed and triplet states using the Ziegler-Rauk
approach.71, 110 In Table IV we show the DFT calculated ionization potentials of the donor and electron
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TABLE III. A few excited state energies for the four supramolecular dyads.The energies of the triplet
states are given in parentheses. All energies are in eV.

TABLE IV. The ionization potentials (IP) of the donor and electron affinities (EA) of the acceptor in
isolation and in the four dyads studied here. All energies are in eV.

affinity of the acceptor in isolation and in complexes. The results show that the fullerene LUMO is
raised only marginally except for the C60/TPP complex, where it changes by 0.13 eV. On the other
hand, the Zn-porphyrin HOMO is raised by as much as 0.22 eV in the C60/ZnTPP dyad but the change in
the TPP HOMO is marginal and is lowered in C70/TPP. The upward shift of the Zn-porphyrin HOMO
results in a reduction of the open circuit voltages in these dyads as the fullerene LUMO changes only
marginally upon complexation. Overall, the IP-EA, which is the charge transfer energy at infinite
separation, is largest for the C70/TPP complex. Experiments carried out by Mukherjee et al. report that
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Figure 7. The lowest few charge transfer excitation energies in the C60TPP dyad.

the CT excitations from the octadecyloxyphenyl-porphyrin to C70 and to C60, respectively, occur at 1.70
eV and 1.79 eV in toluene.111 They also observed that replacing toluene by chloroform, which is a more
polar solvent, increases the CT excitation energies by only 5–7 meV. This is in contrast to the solvent
effects observed for covalently linked C60 and Zn-porphyrin.47 While our calculated C60/TPP CT
excitation energies are in excellent agreement with experiment and earlier TDDFT calculations with
B3LYP, those of C70/TPP are higher than experiment by 0.3 eV. The experimental charge transfer
energies for covalently linked C60/TPP range from 1.48 eV to 1.75 eV in various polar and non-polar
solvents.26, 35 For covalently linked ZnP-C60 dyads with face-to-face topology, this energy can vary
between 1.27 eV – 1.86 eV depending on solvent polarity, topology, and linker.11,
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23, 25, 37, 112

We

emphasize that our calculations are done on gas-phase dyad molecules, ignore ionic relaxations upon
excitation and all effects of solvents. The polarization effect of the solvents, particularly in polar
solvents, will be crucial since the solvents will produce a reaction field which will stabilize the CT
excited states. The ground state dipole moments of the dyads are from 1.8 Debye for ZnTPP-containing
dyads to 2.8 Debye for the TPP-containing ones. The excited state dipole moments for the HOMO to
LUMO excitation are between 19.9 Debye for C60-containing dyads to 21.4 Debye for C70-containing
dyads. Since the excitation energies calculated in this work are vertical without any ionic relaxation, the
dipole moments only show the rearrangement in electronic density. The discrepancy between the
calculated values and experimental values for the C70/TPP dyad requires more investigation
incorporating solvents which is being pursued in our laboratory.
Another property of interest for exciton splitting in such donor-acceptor systems is the interfacial
dipole moment.113 The calculation of an interfacial bilayer as will be present in an OPV is beyond the
scope of the present work. However, we have calculated the ground state interfacial dipole moments as
a function of the distance between the porphyrin-fullerene components.

The ground state dipole

moment near equilibrium separation indicates the formation of interfacial dipoles which can help align
the orbitals and thus facilitate exciton dissociation.113, 114 The ground state dipole moments of the four
dyads are plotted as a function of porphyrin-fullerene separation in the lowest panel in figure 8. The
direction of the dipoles is from the fullerene to the porphyrin. The dipole can originate from charge
transfer from porphyrin to fullerene and due to polarization. Ground state charge transfer in covalently
linked porphyrin-fullerene face-to-face complexes was also proposed by Armaroli et al. to explain the
broadening of the dyad absorption spectrum toward the low energy region.112 Wang et al. also estimated
a small ground state charge transfer from porphyrin to fullerene.101 The ground state charge transfer will
decrease with increasing separation between the components and at large distances the polarization is
mostly responsible for the dipole formation. In figure 9 we show an isosurface of difference of ground
state electron density of the dyad at equilibrium separation from the densities of the isolated
components. The blue (pink) surface shows the regions where density difference is negative (positive).
From the figure it is seen that substantial charge redistribution takes place on the fullerene
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Figure 8. The ground state dipole moments and charge transfer excitation energies as a function of
donor-acceptor separation.

surface close to the planar porphyrin surface. The polarization of the fullerene thus contributes to the
formation of the interfacial dipole.
We have also calculated the lowest HOMO to LUMO excitation energies for these four systems
as a function of the porphyrin-fullerene separation. The top panel of figure 8 shows the charge transfer
excited state energies for the four dyads studied here. The asymptotic behavior of the curves shows the
1/R behavior of the particle-hole interaction. Due to the ground state dipole formation, the CT excited
state energy curve does not exactly fit the equation IP-EA-1/R in the near region. The interfacial dipoles
shift the vacuum levels of the donor and the acceptor molecules leading to shifts in the values of the IP
and EA. In summary, we have studied the electronic structure of the ground and several charge transfer
excited states of a set of four donor-acceptor dyads where the donors are base-tetraphenylporphyrin and
Zn-tetraphenylporphyrin and the acceptor choices are C60 and C70. Our DFT calculations on these non32

Figure 9. The difference in ground state density of the C60/TPP dyad and its isolated components

covalently bonded dyads show that the acceptor choice has a more significant impact on the charge
transfer energy and therefore on the open-circuit voltage than the donor component among the choices
studied here. The lowest CT excitations in C70-containing complexes are higher by 0.27 eV compared to
their C60-containing counterparts. The C70/TPP dyad has the highest open-circuit voltage among the
four dyads. We also find that the Zn-porphyrin ionization potential shows large changes when paired
with a fullerene. The HOMO of ZnTPP is raised up to 0.22 eV upon complex formation. Such an effect
can lower the open-circuit voltage since the electron affinities of both C60 and C70 show marginal change
upon complex formation. A small interfacial dipole pointing from the fullerene to the porphyrin exists
in the dyads. The dipole moment decreases with increased separation between the two components. At
large separation, the chief contribution to the dipole formation is from polarization whereas at closer
range small charge transfer from porphyrin to fullerene also takes place. Our calculated excited state
energies show 1/R behavior in the asymptotic region.
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Chapter 5: Effect of Geometrical Orientation on Charge Transfer Energetics
Organic systems are promising candidate materials for achieving efficient functionality in
energy-generating applications such as photovoltaic devices.5,

8, 10

One such class of photovoltaics

makes use of supramolecular chemical interactions, such as pi-pi stacking, dispersion forces, interfacepolarization, and charge-transfer for the fabrication of ordered and layered molecular architectures
capable of orienting various donor-acceptor complexes into structural configurations which facilitate
charge transfer excitations.115

The fundamental photo-conversion process in donor-acceptor based

photovoltaic devices is generating mobile charge carriers by separating the photo-excited particle-hole
states through a conduction band. One realization of this idea takes form in the fabrication of multicomponent assemblies of donor-acceptor pairs adsorbed on metal surfaces.116

In a “bottom-up”

approach, a 2-D binary molecular layer composed of donor-acceptor pairs may be synthesized beginning
with the chemical deposition of a layer of donor-chromophoric molecules or acceptor molecules onto a
metal surface.117-125 Recently, Bonifazi and co-workers synthesized various supramolecular assemblies
formed from chromophore-substrate interactions involving porphyrin molecules adsorbed on the Ag
(110) and Ag (111) metal surfaces.126 In this study, non-covalent attractive interactions between the C60
and porphyrin moieties were exploited in the construction of selectively engineered periodic binary
supramolecular assemblies on silver surfaces.126 Structural characterization performed by scanning
probe methods, such as STM, revealed that 2D porphyrin supramolecular porous networks adsorbed on
Ag (111) at a low surface coverage were capable of complexing C60 molecules in a periodic array of
hosting cavities.126

The underlying non-covalent character of the supramolecular porphyrin-C60

interaction may allow for a greater control in the construction of ordered, large assemblies in
comparison to similar covalently linked porphyrin-fullerene dyads. The reason being that the deposition
method enables the self-assembly of predetermined molecular modules through stabilizing non-covalent
interactions as exhibited by the STM analysis of the binary molecular layer of porphyrin and C60
adsorbed on silver surfaces.117 Further, post-assembly covalent functionalization of the donor-acceptor
pairs may translate into a significant increase in durability and functionality required for the extreme
conditions present in operating practical devices.116 This bottom-up approach exploits non-covalent
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supramolecular interactions between donor-acceptor pairs to obtain orderly and periodic domains of
porphyrin-fullerene charge-transfer complexes.117,

127, 128

A remarkable precision in the control of

donor-acceptor interactions by means of self-assembly constructs makes the porphyrin-fullerene/metal
systems promising materials for achieving efficiency in organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices.
The central electronic process in organic photovoltaics is the formation of a photo-induced
charge-transfer excited state. The energy of the charge transfer state is important from the perspective
of organic photovoltaic device efficiency since experimental evidence shows that the charge transfer
energy determines the achievable open-circuit voltage of such devices.15

Charge transfer states

contribute to the photocurrent if the dissociation of the particle-hole state into charge-separated states is
achieved.129 Conversely, the charge-transfer potential may be lost through a radiative recombination of
the excited particle-hole state to the ground state or through non-radiative decay to the ground-state or
non-emissive exciton states.1,

4, 26

A complete description of the charge dissociation process in the

porphyrin-fullerene donor-acceptor complex requires an understanding of the behavior and
characteristics of various electronic processes and energy levels with respect to changes in donoracceptor distance and relative orientation, electronic coupling, strength of the non-covalent interaction,
and polarization effects arising from the donor-acceptor interface. Most notably, the relative orientation
plays many important roles in determining photophysical properties of charge transfer complexes.9 For
example, the different possible orientations at the interface of porphyrin-fullerene supramolecular dyads
generate varied associated local electric fields which influence the charge transfer energetics. Also, the
strength of the stabilizing non-covalent pi-pi interaction between a porphyrin-C60 dyad is expected to be
maximal for the co-facial configuration shown in the left part of Figure 10, where the donor-acceptor
surface-to-surface interaction is largest, and minimal for the end-on orientation depicted on the right side
of Figure 10. Similarly, the dispersive-related polarization effects originating from the interaction
between the porphyrin and fullerene charge distributions will decrease in going from the co-facial
orientation to the end-on configuration. Therefore, calculating the charge transfer excitation energies for
both the co-facial and end-on porphyrin-C60 supramolecular dyad may provide a reliable estimate for a
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range of achievable open-circuit
circuit voltage in a photovoltaic cell composed of the corresponding repeating
donor-acceptor binary monolayers.

Figure 10.. The left side shows the co
co-facial orientation of the non-bonded
bonded porphyrin-C
porphyrin 60 dyad. The
right-side
side displays two different views of the end
end-on orientation.

To provide predictive understanding of charge transfer processes in complement
complem
to experimental
work focused on the design of efficient donor
donor-acceptor
acceptor based organic photovoltaic cells through
chemical deposition, an excited state quantum chemical method may be employed for the calculation of
charge transfer excited state energies for various dyad orientations. Although current experimental
deposition methods, such as sublimation under Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) conditions, ad-layer
ad
formation by immersion of a surface in a liquid or deposition of a solution, allow for the selective
control in patterning donor-acceptor
acceptor pairs on metal substrates, the complex interplay between metalmetal
adsorbate and adsorbate-adsorbate
adsorbate interactions may give rise to varying donor
donor-acceptor
acceptor distances and
relative orientations in the supramolecular binary monola
monolayer.117, 123, 130, 131 Therefore,
There
several possible
configurations may co-exist
exist in a single binary monolayer of porphyrin
porphyrin-C60 donor-acceptor
donor
pairs. By
calculating the charge transfer excitation energies for various porphyrin
porphyrin-C60 orientations, we can gain
understanding into the effect of geometrical orientation on the CT energetics. The results of such
calculations may further guide experimental chemical deposition work by determining the donordonor
acceptor coating configuration which yields the largest CT excitation energies. In the case
cas of selfassembly constructs of porphyrin-C
C60 pairs, two competing configuration distributions are drawn from
experimental studies which show that fullerenes, upon co
co-deposition
deposition onto the porphyrin-metal
porphyrin
nanotemplate, tend to form long chains and/or a 22-D network.116,
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120, 123, 126, 128,
128 132

The long-chain

fullerene adsorption mode gives rise to co-facial porphyrin-fullerene supramolecular configurations
whereas the 2D-array configuration displays end-on type interactions between the porphyrin and
fullerene components.

The molecular simulation configuration given by the elaborate molecular

dynamics (MD) calculations of Barone and co-workers reproduces experimental observations of both
periodicity and adsorbate-adsorbate interactions where both the end-on and co-facial porphyrin-fullerene
geometrical orientations are present.133
In the present work, we use the recently developed perturbative-∆SCF (P-∆SCF) density
functional method for the calculation of charge transfer excitation energies in the end-on orientation of
the non-covalent porphyrin-C60 dyad.134, 135 The P-∆SCF excited state method avoids a major problem
encountered in excited state electronic structure methodologies denoted as the “variational collapse” of
the excited state manifold into the ground state manifold (which occurs when a variational energy
minimization is applied to an excited state orbital configuration) by maintaining orthogonality between
the excited-state and ground-state Slater determinantal wavefunctions. This method uses a perturbative
approach to determine the excited state orbitals and density and does not contain any empirical or
system dependent parameters. The occupied orbital manifold is allowed to relax in the presence of a
particle-hole pair. The details of the method may be found in references 97 and 98. This method has
been shown to give an accurate value for the charge transfer excitation energy of a carotenoid—C60
particle-hole state observed in a 207-atom molecular triad.135

In addition, the P-∆SCF method

reproduces the experimentally obtained charge transfer excited state energies for a set of 12
supramolecular TCNE-hydrocarbon dyads.134 Our previously calculated CT excitation energies for the
porphyrin-C60 co-facial orientation are in excellent agreement with the range of experimental values
reported in the literature for similar porphyrin-fullerene dyads.136 Importantly, the P-∆SCF method
reproduces the (-1/R) behavior of the CT particle-hole state potential with respect to increasing distance
between the donor and acceptor components.136 We apply it here to the study of charge transfer
energetics in relation to geometrical orientation of the porphyrin-C60 and (zinc)porphyrin-C60
supramolecular dyads.
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5.1

COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
The calculations reported here were carried out using density functional theory (DFT) as

implemented in the NRLMOL code.83,

87, 98

We employed the PBE exchange-correlation energy

functional within the generalized gradient approximation for all calculations reported here.86, 137 The
calculations were performed at the all-electron level using a large Gaussian basis set specially optimized
for the PBE functional used in this work.87 The basis set for a given atom is contracted from the same
set of primitive gaussians. The numbers of the primitive gaussians, s-type, p-type, and d-type functions,
along with the range of the exponents are given in Table V. This basis set resulted in a total of 4300–
4600 basis functions for the two complexes studied here (C60/TPP and C60/ZnTPP). We have used our
recently developed DFT based excited state method to determine the energies of the charge transfer
excited state transitions.

TABLE V. The numbers of s-, p-, and d-type contracted functions, number of primitive
gaussians and the range of the gaussian exponents used for each atom.
Atom s-type

5.2

p-type

d-type

Primitives

Exponent Range

C

5

4

3

12

2.22 x 104 – 0.077

H

4

3

1

6

7.78 x 10 – 0.075

N

5

4

3

13

5.18 x 104 – 0.25

Zn

7

5

4

20

5.00 x 106 – 0.055

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The structural characterization of binary monolayers composed of C60 and porphyrin-derived

molecules adsorbed on a Ag (111) metal surface revealed that C60 molecules complex the interstitial
sites of the porphyrin-metal substrate.116, 120, 126 Furthermore, an MD study simulating the adsorption of
porhyrins on the metal surface followed by the deposition of C60 fullerenes over the porphyrin layer
yielded 20-nanosecond snapshots with similar coating configurations as described by the STM
analysis.133 These porphyrin-C60 configurations, which differ from other supramolecular porphyrinfullerene dyads exhibiting a co-facial geometry, adopt an end-on orientation. The excited-state charge
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transfer dynamics is expected to change in going from a co-facial alignment (Figure 10-left) to an endon porphyrin-C60 orientation (Figure 10-right) in large part due to reduced interfacial polarization effects
and a smaller pi-pi stacking contribution. The charge transfer excitation energies are also expected to be
dependent upon the relative porphyrin-C60 orientation. Since the open circuit voltage depends on the
charge transfer excitation energy, it becomes important to study the charge-transfer excited states of
various dyad configurations which may be encountered by chemical deposition methods of fabrication
of supramolecular binary monolayers. We have recently calculated a series of orbital-level CT excited
state energies for the co-facial C60-porphyrin supramolecular dyad by employing the perturbative-∆SCF
(P-∆SCF) density functional excited state method.136

The porphyrin-fullerene co-facial geometry

consists of a center-to-center distance of ~3.5 Å with an electron-rich 6:6 fullerene bond centered over
the planar porphyrin macrocycle (Figure 10). In the present study, we undertake a similar computational
task for the end-on configuration of the porphyrin-fullerene supramolecular dyad, where the term end-on
denotes a planar porphyrin macrocycle adjacent to a C60 fullerene as shown in Figure 10. The porphyrin
plane is co-planar with an equatorial plane of C60 with a center-to-center distance of 11.2 Å and an edgeto-edge distance of ~3.5 Å. This particular porphyrin-C60 distance for the end-on orientation was chosen
as a simple estimate based on various experimentally reported values of unit cell parameters describing
the size, shape, and periodicity of porous porphyrin clusters adsorbed on metal surfaces.116, 120, 123, 126
A characteristic feature of the charge transfer process in donor-acceptor pairs is that the states
associated with electron transfer are spatially well separated with vanishing overlap, where the transition
dipole matrix elements coupling the particle-hole states are zero or vanishingly small. The highest two
occupied and lowest two unoccupied states of porphyrin are the Gouterman orbitals responsible for the
characteristic absorption bands of the porphyrin macrocycle in isolation.12 The larger interaction in the
co-facial arrangement pushes up one of the HOMO of C60 just below the Gouterman orbitals of the TPP
in C60/TPP. For both of the end-on structures (C60/TPP and C60/ZnTPP), the HOMO is localized on the
porphyrin and the LUMO is localized on the fullerene component. Upon forming a complex with the
C60 fullerene, the porphyrin Gouterman orbitals become the HOMO and HOMO-1 orbitals of the
porphyrin-fullerene dyad. The five-fold degenerate HOMO orbitals for the isolated C60 fullerene form
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the HOMO-3 to HOMO-7 orbitals in the complexes with TPP and ZnTPP. However, the energy
difference between the porphyrin HOMO-2 and the C60 5-fold degenerate hu HOMOs in the complex is
less than 0.1 eV and therefore a reordering of these orbitals can take place in the complex. The t1u
LUMO of isolated C60 form the lowest three LUMOs of the two supramolecular dyads studied here.
The splitting of the three LUMOs is very small, on the order of a few meV, due to the reduced
interaction between the fullerene and the porphyrin as compared to a co-facial orientation. One of the
porphyrin unoccupied Gouterman orbitals hybridizes with the higher fullerene LUMOs resulting in
delocalized orbitals in C60/TPP. The HOMO-LUMO gaps obtained from the Kohn-Sham DFT scheme
give a value of 0.67 eV (C60/TPP) and 0.73 eV (C60/ZnTPP). The HOMO-LUMO gaps do not reflect
the correct energies for the charge transfer excitation due in part to DFT underestimating the gap and
partly because they do not incorporate the particle-hole interaction and the polarization of the passive
orbitals.
Figures 11 and 12 depict the lowest few CT excited state transitions from the porphyrin
Gouterman orbitals to the C60 LUMOs for C60/TPP and C60/ZnTPP, respectively, by arrows originating
from the porphyrin donor states shown on the left side to the corresponding C60 acceptor states displayed
on the right side of the figure. Table VI displays the calculated singlet excitation energies for the CT
excited state transitions between the porphyrin-localized donor states and the C60-localized acceptor
states. The singlet excitation energies are calculated following the prescription given by Ziegler et al.,
that is, by subtracting the triplet energy from twice the energy of the mixed state.110 A comparison
between the co-facial and end-on singlet excitation energies is made side by side in Table VI for both
the C60/TPP and C60/ZnTPP dyads. The local excitations or the excitations where the particle orbital is
spread over both the components are distinguished by superscript a. Since the LUMO+3 state is
delocalized over both the porphyrin and fullerene components for the C60/TPP end-on orientation, the
HOMO-1 to LUMO+3 (2.15 eV) and HOMO to LUMO+3 (2.30 eV) excited states do not correspond to
CT transitions or local porphyrin excitations. Interestingly, the energy of the mixed excited state is
larger than the triplet excitation energy for the HOMO to LUMO+3 transition, whereas the HOMO-1 to
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Figure 11. CT excited state transitions (in eV) for C60/TPP. Transitions are depicted by arrows
originating from the porphyrin donor states shown on the left (blue) to the corresponding C60 acceptor
states (red) displayed on the right.

LUMO+3 transition exhibits a triplet excitation energy larger than the mixed excited state energy.
Although a direct comparison between the excitations cannot be made, the table shows that for each of
the C60/TPP and C60/ZnTPP dyads, the end-on geometry yields significantly larger excitation energies
for the charge-transfer transitions. The lowest CT energy for the C60/TPP dyad is about 0.6 eV larger for
the end-on orientation as compared to its co-facial counterpart. This difference increases to about 0.75
eV for the C60/ZnTPP system. In turn, a comparison of the excitation energies between the end-on
geometries of C60/TPP and C60/ZnTPP shows that the excitation energies vary at a maximum of 0.05 eV.
Thus the presence of the zinc atom hardly affects the CT energies.
In Table VII we show the DFT calculated ionization potential of the donor and electron affinity
of the acceptor in isolation and in complexes. Our calculated value of the ionization energy for the
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Figure 12. CT excited state transitions (in eV) for C60/ZnTPP. Transitions are depicted by arrows
originating from the porphyrin donor states shown on the left (blue) to the corresponding C60 acceptor
states (red) displayed on the right.

isolated base tetraphenyl porphyrin is in good agreement with the gas-phase UPS experimental value of
6.39 eV.90 Similarly, the DFT calculated electron affinity value of the isolated fullerene is in excellent
agreement with the experimental value of 2.68 eV.89 The table shows that the base tetraphenylporphyrin and (Zn)tetraphenyl-porphyrin HOMO in the end-on orientation shifts minimally compared to
the co-facial complexes. The results show that the fullerene LUMO is shifted marginally except for the
co-facial C60/TPP complex, where it changes by 0.13 eV. The fullerene LUMO is shifted in opposite
directions for the end-on and co-facial orientations in both C60/TPP and C60/ZnTPP. The change in IPEA in C60/TPP is on the order of 0.1 eV, whereas in C60/ZnTPP it is ~0.06 eV. In both the C60/TPP and
C60/ZnTPP systems, the large change in CT excitation energy in going from the co-facial to the end-on
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geometry occurs primarily due to a reduced exciton binding energy (EBE). Interestingly, a difference in
EBE of ~0.6 eV in going from the co-facial geometry to the end-on configuration is seen for both
C60/TPP and C60/ZnTPP systems. The EBE values given in Table VII are calculated as the difference
between the quasi-particle gap and the CT pair energy, where the values are nearly identical for both
end-on structures (C60/TPP and C60/ZnTPP). We have also calculated the difference in ionization
energy of C60/TPP for the HOMO and the HOMO-1 levels using a fixed occupancy ∆SCF approach.
We find that the IP for the HOMO-1 state is larger by 0.25 eV than the IP of the HOMO state. This
same energy difference is reflected in the CT energies for transitions to the lowest three LUMOs,
indicating that the exciton binding energy is similar in these excitations.

TABLE VI. Calculated energies (in eV) for the charge transfer excited state transitions between the
porphyrin-localized donor states and the C60-localized acceptor states. The HOMO, HOMO-1, and
HOMO-2 states are localized on the porphyrin component. The LUMO to LUMO+4 states are localized
on the C60 fullerene. aStates that are not purely CT states with non-zero transition matrix element
between the hole and particle orbitals.
Transition
HOMO-1

C60/TPP(E) C60/TPP(Co) C60/ZnTPP(E) C60/ZnTPP(Co)
2.52a

---------

a

3.19

2.26a

2.69

2.04

2.65

2.12

2.67

2.04

2.64

2.12

2.63

1.99

2.62

2.12

→ LUMO+4

3.54

HOMO-1

→ LUMO+3

2.15

a

2.27

HOMO-1

→ LUMO+2

HOMO-1

→ LUMO+1

HOMO-1

→

LUMO

---------

a

HOMO

→ LUMO+4

3.30

---------

2.33

HOMO

→ LUMO+3

2.30a

1.97a

3.01

1.97a

HOMO

→ LUMO+2

2.42

1.77

2.45

1.70

HOMO

→ LUMO+1

2.40

1.78

2.43

1.68

HOMO

→

2.37

1.77

2.42

1.70

LUMO

---------

The ground state dipole moments of the end-on dyads are weak with values of 0.29 Debye for
C60/TPP and 0.40 Debye for C60/ZnTPP. A comparison of the charge density in the C60/TPP dyad and
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that of isolated C60 shows negligible polarization of the charge in the C60 molecule due to the porphyrin.
The charge transfer excited state dipole moments range from 41 – 47 Debye for the two complexes
studied here. Since the excitation energies calculated in this work are vertical without any ionic
relaxation, the dipole moments only show the rearrangement in electronic density. Experiments carried
out by Mukherjee et al. report CT excitation values for the octadecyloxyphenyl-porphyrin to C60
transition at 1.79 eV in toluene.138 Our calculated co-facial C60/TPP CT excitation energies are in
excellent agreement with experiment and earlier C-DFT/TDDFT calculations.22

The experimental

charge transfer energies for covalently linked co-facial type C60-TPP dyads range from 1.48 eV to 1.75
eV in various polar and non-polar solvents.26, 35 For covalently linked ZnPorphyrin-C60 dyads with face
to face topology, this energy can vary between 1.27 eV and 1.86 eV depending on solvent polarity,
topology, and linker.11, 18, 23, 25, 37 Our calculations are done on gas-phase dyads, ignore ionic relaxations
upon excitation, and all effects of solvents. The polarization effect of the solvent, particularly in polar
solvents, will be crucial since the solvent produces a reaction field which stabilizes the CT excited
states. This effect would be higher for the end-on configurations since the dipoles resulting from charge
transfer transitions are larger compared to the co-facial configurations. The stabilization of the excited
states therefore will be larger for end-on geometries.

TABLE VII. Calculated ionization potentials (IP) of the donor and electron affinity (EA) of the acceptor
in isolation and in complexes (DFT). The exciton binding energy (EBE) is calculated as the difference
between the quasi-particle gap and the CT pair energy.
C60/TPP
(E)

C60/TPP
(Co)

C60/ZnTPP
(E)

C60/ZnTPP
(Co)

6.22

6.15

6.23

6.12

2.76

2.56

2.72

2.65

IP-EA

3.46

3.59

3.51

3.47

EBE

1.09

1.72

1.09

1.72

IP
EA

TPP

ZnTPP

6.22

6.34

C60

2.69
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Electric fields arising from interfacial dipoles and other polarization effects play a key role in the
electronic and optical processes of opto-electronic devices.13, 139

A recently published review addresses

how interfacial effects can affect the efficiency of the charge-separation and charge-recombination
processes occurring in OPVs.139 A comprehensive description of the electronic structure at the heterojunction between the donor and acceptor materials is beyond the scope of the present work. A ground
state dipole moment near equilibrium separation indicates the formation of interfacial dipoles which can
help align the orbitals in such a manner to facilitate exciton dissociation.139 The ground state dipole
moment for these end-on geometries are quite small and nearly vanishes as the separation between the
two components increases. The magnitude of the dipole moment at the nearest center-to-center distance
is four times smaller for the end-on orientation as compared to the co-facial structure. This is mainly
due to the negligible polarization and charge transfer in the ground state for the end-on orientation in
comparison to its co-facial counterpart.
We further studied the effect on the CT energy of varying the porphyrin-fullerene center-tocenter distance for the end-on orientation of C60/TPP. In order to examine the behavior of the CT
energy as a function of distance, we have calculated the lowest HOMO to LUMO CT excitation energies
for the porphyrin-C60 end-on orientation as a function of the porphyrin-fullerene center-to-center
separation in increments of 0.5 Å. The variation in CT energy for the distance range of increasing
particle-hole separation is significant, where the excited state results reveal that the porphyrin-fullerene
CT energy changes by ~0.3 eV in spanning a donor-acceptor distance of 2.5 Å. Thus, a change in the
donor-acceptor distance for the end-on dyads studied here has a larger impact on the CT energy than
varying the donor component of the dyad in going from base tetraphenyl-porphyrin to Zn-tetraphenylporphyrin. Still, the geometrical orientation has the largest effect on the CT energy as shown in the
present comparison of the end-on orientation to the co-facial orientation. At large donor-acceptor
distances, where the interfacial polarization effects are negligible, the CT excitation energy may be
calculated from the simple estimate based on the following equation46:
ECT = IPdonor – EAacceptor – 1/R (1)
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where IPdonor and EAacceptor are, respectively, the ionization potential of the donor and the electron
affinity of the acceptor. Here R is the particle to hole separation. Importantly, the CT excited state
energies given by the P-∆SCF method with respect to increasing porphyrin-fullerene end-on distance
reproduce the expected (-1/R) asymptotic tapering of the CT energy as plotted according to equation (1).
5.3

CONCLUSIONS
The end-on orientation of the non-covalent supramolecular porphyrin-C60 dyad gives larger CT

excitation energies in comparison to its co-facial analogue by 0.6 eV to 0.75 eV. This difference in CT
energies is significant considering the scale in which CT excited state energies take place for similar cofacial porphyrin-fullerene non-covalent dyads, where experimentally determined CT energies lie in the
range of 1.27 eV to 1.86 eV. Since the open-circuit voltage (VOC), which represents the maximum
voltage measured in a solar cell, depends mainly on the charge transfer energetics, the results of the
present study become important from the perspective of evaluating the performance efficiency of OSCs,
where current-voltage properties play a central role in the characterization of OSC devices. The
dependence of VOC on the energy ordering of the donor-acceptor frontier orbitals allows for the tuning
of VOC by combining various donor and acceptor molecules with HOMO-LUMO energy differences
within a targeted range. Another way of tuning the energy levels of the frontier orbitals is by controlling
the relative orientation between the donor and acceptor molecule.

In the case of supramolecular

porphyrin-fullerene pairs deposited on metal surfaces, the CT interactions arising from the porphyrinfullerene end-on orientation appear to be favorable for achieving a larger VOC than the co-facial CT. In
layers containing both the orientations between nearest neighbor porphyrin and fullerene molecules, the
achievable CT energy may exhibit a wide range of 0.6 – 0.75 eV. The exciton binding energy for the
lowest CT state is lowered by approximately 0.6 eV in going from a co-facial geometry to an end-on
orientation for both C60/TPP and C60/ZnTPP, which mainly accounts for the large change in CT
excitation energy. Additionally, the change in relative donor-acceptor geometrical orientation has a
larger impact on the CT energy than changes in the relative donor-acceptor distance. Changing the
donor component of the porphyrin-fullerene dyad to include a transition metal in going from base-TPP
to ZnTPP had a negligible effect on the CT energetics.
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Chapter 6: Future Work
Solvent effects play an important role in charge transfer processes occurring in solution by
stabilizing the excited state dipole moment of CT states for donor-acceptor pairs. This results in a shift
in the CT energy with respect to the CT energy calculated for the gas phase structure. To account for
solvation effects, we plan on adopting a simulation scheme similar to the widely used reaction field
QM/MM hybrid methodology, where the solvent molecules are treated with molecular mechanics and
the donor-acceptor solute will be treated quantum mechanically. The MM component will consist of
NAMD simulations employing the General Amber Force Field (GAFF). The QM region will be
described by the Kohn-Sham density functional approximation scheme as implemented in the NRLMOL
code.
Three different types of calculations will be necessary in the undertaking of solvation: (1) Fullstep NAMD production simulations (Minimization, Gradual Heating, System Equilibration, and
Production Run) of various donor-acceptor pairs as the solute centered in a box of solvent; (2) Spinpolarized ground state calculations for donor-acceptor pairs containing 130-200 heavy atoms at the allelectron level using a large basis set more than twice the size of the commonly used 6-31+G(d,p) basis
set; (3) Charge transfer excited state calculations of large donor-acceptor complexes using the spinpolarized ground-state wavefunction as a starting point for generating an excited state wavefunction.

The following will enumerate the steps of our solvation strategy:

Step 1: Run full-step NAMD production simulations for solute-solvent configurations consisting of
various donor-acceptor pairs in explicit solvent using Periodic Boundary Conditions with a box size of
68Å x 68Å x 68Å. The total number of atoms in a simulation will vary between 12,000 to 30,000 atoms
depending on the solvent density. Moreover, four different solvents (water, chloroform, toluene, and
benzonitrile) will be studied in order to gain insight into the effect of solvent polarity strength on the CT
energetics. The final production run will consist of a 2-nanosecond NVT-ensemble simulation.
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Step 2: At this point, structural solute-solvent configurations will be selected at every 20-picosecond
interval along the 2-ns production run trajectory, yielding a total of 100 different structural
configurations.

Next, a solvation sphere surrounding the solute will be cut-out from each of the

selected trajectory snapshots in order to reduce the total number of atoms for a subsequent partial charge
calculation. The partial charges of the new solute-solvent cut-out will be derived from either single-point
semi-empirical calculations or the Charge Equilibration method, both using the Gaussian09 software.

Step 3: QM/MM calculations will be performed to relax the donor-acceptor geometry in the presence
of solvent molecules. The solute is optimized at the DFT level and the surrounding solvent shell
obtained from the MD simulation is accounted for by including the solvent interaction energies as point
charges in the Hamiltonian in a self-consistent iterative minimization.

Step 4: This final step is the most computationally demanding. The 100 optimized donor-acceptor
geometries given by the previous QM/MM calculations will be submitted for excited state calculations.
Usually, several localized states on both donor and acceptor components participate in CT transitions.
Therefore, a set of 6 separate excited state calculations will be run for each of the 100 QM/MMoptimized solute geometries for both singlet and triplet excited state electronic configurations. This step
totals 1,200 different excited state calculations.
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